
 
 

IMPLICATIONS OF A VIRGINIA TRANSPORTATION CLIMATE INITIATIVE (TCI) 

GASOLINE “CARBON” TAX 
12/17/2019 -- In September of 2018 Governor Northam proposed having Virginia join the 

Transportation and Climate Initiative (TCI)1, with 11 other northeast and mid-Atlantic 

states.2  Designed to discourage and eventually eliminate the use of fossil fuels, TCI proposes to 

start with at least a 10-cent per gallon gas tax hike that will rise to over a dollar per gallon in future 

years, intending to drive down demand.3  Some states have proposed starting at 18 cents a gallon 

and even 21 cents a gallon, rising to $3.00 per gallon.4  It’s unclear where Virginia would start its 

new tax level. 

 

Recent push-polling suggests the public is badly misinformed about greenhouse gas 

emissions and what TCI will mean.  For example, nearly two-thirds of Virginia voters surveyed 

think that transportation and industry are the “top contributors” to greenhouse gas emissions while 

only a quarter of the voters surveyed got it right5 – that the major contributors are electricity 

generation and home and commercial building use.6  What the survey failed to examine are the 

impacts the TCI would have. 

 

Current gas excise taxes are raised to pay for transportation improvements, repairs and 

safety.  If demand for gasoline goes down as advocates claim, and this carbon tax is intended to 

cause, it will reduce tax revenues intended for road repair, safety and new road 

construction.  Instead, TCI revenues will be specifically reserved for things like subsidizing 

purchase of electric vehicles, building charging stations, land use planning, and more subsidies for 

public transportation.    
 

TCI wants to move people out of cars and trucks and into buses and trains. “Public 

transportation” cannot replace cars or trucks, especially in large swaths of Virginia.  Further, TCI 

will hurt lower-income and rural residents much more significantly than their higher-income 

suburban or urban peers, raise business costs significantly and increase municipal budgets for snow 

removal, school buses and trash collection with vehicles all requiring fuel to operate.   
 

Our analysis of the TCI program suggests it is fundamentally flawed.  Here are facts that 

explain how TCI would harm the citizens, businesses and municipalities of the Commonwealth. 
 

▪ Even under TCI, we will still need good roads.  At present, 40% of Virginia’s secondary 

roads, 15% of primary roads and 9% of interstate roads are in poor or very poor condition.7 

▪ Virginia needs $5.2 Billion to get structurally deficient roads up to only “fair” condition 

and $7.9 Billion to get structurally deficient bridges into no better than “fair” condition.8 

▪ The Virginia Department of Transportation highway construction budget is $2.8 Billion 

per year.9  Under TCI, the revenue used to support this budget would be eliminated. 
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▪ The TCI gas tax would not only add to the cost of gasoline and diesel fuel, the TCI gas tax 

will not go toward meeting road or bridge needs; and, existing federal, state and local gas 

tax revenues that are used for road and bridge maintenance would shrink, necessitating 

significant additional gas tax increases or some other means to offset these losses. 

▪ The TCI approach would have little impact on Green House Gas emissions. It would simply 

replace carbon-based fuels used in cars with carbon-based fuels used in electricity 

generation with very little reduction in CO2 emissions.10   

▪ The TCI carbon tax is regressive.  Economically disadvantaged citizens and businesses 

operating on small profit margins would be forced to pay this carbon “sin” tax and would 

recoup no benefits.  Rather, the taxes would underwrite electric vehicles and their use – 

something only the wealthy and advantaged can and would be able to afford, a wealth 

transfer in the wrong direction. 

▪ Virginia’s participation in TCI will have no impact whatever on global warming.    

Eliminating use of gasoline and diesel fuels in Virginia would decrease global temperatures 

by year 2100 by about 0.0015 degrees C, (0.0026 degrees F).11  Not only is such a change 

undetectable, from a policy perspective, it is a meaningless reduction, to be obtained at the 

cost of higher taxes and worse roads and bridges. 
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